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ENGLISH SUMMARY

UFO OBSERVATIONS (pp. 130–138)
On 12 October 2017, a woman photographed several flying saucers over AachenRichterich. Analysis shows that the photo was made through a window pane, and it was
suggested to the female witness that it were the reflection of lamps on the window pane.
The witness was certain she had been outside, but then remembered that her daughter
had taken the picture, and indeed through a pane. She confirmed there were lamps in the
form of the UFOs in the room.
A report about a bright light which shone a searchlight at the witnesses on 18 September
2018 at Much was filled into the internet reporting form, and classed as a CE I with
sufficient data, as the witness did not respond to GEP’s call for additional information.
A man took a film in Los Angeles on 5 February 2011 which shows a lighted elongated
form moving through the sky. Again, this was taken through a window pane and is just the
reflection of a lamp on the pane.
A very interesting picture was taken on 20 November 2006 at Hartha. It shows a dark
round object suspended in the sky. Analysis shows that it was below the branch of a
cherry tree, and that the other cherries match the UFO in form, size, and colour.
A CATALOGUE OF FOO FIGHTER OBSERVATIONS IN CENTRAL EUROPE (pp. 139–
148)
The article lists all 10 pre-1947 reports concerning foo fighters from Central Europe from
contemporary sources, as well as all known 6 contemporary newspaper and magazine
accounts. In addition, there are 16 sightings of foo fighters that were reported only later,
after UFOs had become known. In addition to outlining these facts, the article also
demolishes the myth that German pilots also saw foo fighters, as such claims surfaced
only very much later, at the end of the 1960s.
BRIEF NOTES (pp. 148)
Robert O. Dead Died – On 11 October 2018, this NATO officer died. He became famous
for his
claim that he had seen top secret documents proving that aliens visit the earth.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GEP (pp. 149–157)
On 13 October 2018, the GEP held the annual meeting, this time in form of an open
discussion without much external structure. Hans-Werner Peiniger explained the
procedure of investigating a sighting, and outlined some of the GEP cases that still await
evaluation. GEP member Jan W. described his automatic camera system for sky watches
to register UFOs, which might be helpful in UFO hot spots. Detlef Hoyer described the
works of the AAWSAP, which recently made the headlines, and the physical theories of
Theodor Kaluzas which might explain methods by which aliens can reach our planet.
BOOK REVIEWS (pp. 158–160)
Jason Gleaves: UFO Photos: A collection of UFO photos, some rarely seen, which are
then superficially analysed with conventional and freely available computer software.
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